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Attache Office in Santo Domingo in view of the President's 
desire that the FBI remain in the Dominican Republic and thay 
Legal Attache, Santo prea authorized to turn, 
informants over to the Agency 

In accordance with the desire of the President “Sad ) iy" 
recommendation of the Honorable Marvin _Watson, Special }} 
Assistant tc the President, that the FBI remain in the Dominicanyp/. v 
Republic, the Director, on 8/2/66, advised the White House 
that our staff in Santo Domingo would be reduced to three men ;\ 
and that henceforth this office will be manned in a manner ( 
Similar to that of our other Legal Attache Offices. It will not e 
be an operational office but rather will serve as a strategic 
listening post for intelligence data and as liaison with 
agencies of the Dominican Republic, as well as other agencies 
of foreign governments in that country. 
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Memorandum W. R. Wannall to ¥., C. Sullivan 
Re: OPERATIONS ; 

LEGAL ATTACHE, SANTO DOMINGO OFFICE 

In the case of DOM=12;, this informant was originally 
developed by the New York Office. Legal Attache suggested 
the New York Office might have use of informant's services. 
This information furnished to New York Office which replied 
that in the absense of organized activity informant would be 
of no use unless he came to New York with instructions from 
Dominican communist groups to reorganize activity. This, 

‘of course, is not a desirable situation. ’ 

OBSERVATIONS: 

ee We believe Legal Attache, Santo Do vo's recommendation 
to tur even though 
both of a n to tt sh valuable 

| intelligence information to us. By making these informants 
| available ye will avoid any possible duplication 

or conflict. is matter should be discussed with, appropriat 
officials by our Liaison Agent in order to insure }the-Agencéy:. 
is fully aware of our current status in the Dominican Republic. 
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If you approve: 

(1) Liaison Agent will advise appropriate CIA 
voor trtoorn sep PEFACLAIS, AS, LOLLOWS 2 ns eres s fate ht ake : 

In accordance with the desire of the President that 
| the FBI remain in the Dominican Republic, we are setting up a 
regular Legal Attache Office in Santo Domingo consisting of 
three men. This will not be an operational office but rather 
will serve as a strategic listening post for intelligence data 
and ‘as ‘liaison with'agencies of the Dominican Republic, as . 

w ?y cog WALL as .other agencies. of ‘foreign. governments.:in that country. In connection with this reorganization, weekave instructed our ; representative in Santo Domingo[ — —s—“‘“C;SC‘*dS 
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